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Abstract—The magnitude and spatial distribution of charge 

embedded in dielectric materials and the evolution of the charge 

distributions with time are paramount for the understanding and 

mitigation of spacecraft charging. Spacecraft materials are 

charged primarily by incident fluxes of low energy electrons, with 

electron fluxes in the 10 keV to 50 keV range often responsible for 

the most deleterious arcing effects. While the pulsed 

electroacoustic (PEA) method can provide sensitive non-

destructive measurements of the internal charge distribution in 

insulating materials, it has often been limited for spacecraft 

charging applications by typical spatial resolutions of ≤10 μm, with 

a 10 μm range of electrons in common spacecraft materials (e.g., 

PEEK, PTFE, LDPE or SiO2) at incident energies from ~20 keV to 

~40 keV. A series of PEA tests over a range of incident electron 

energies were devised to investigate the relevance of the PEA 

method for typical spacecraft charging applications. Thin film 

samples of vacuum baked polyether-etherketone (PEEK) were 

irradiated with 10 keV to 80 keV mono-energetic electron beams. 

PEA measurements of deposited charge profiles determined the 

peak positions and magnitude of deposited charge. These were 

used to establish the minimum incident energies for which PEA 

measurements provided meaningful results and thus to 

characterize the merits of PEA measurements over energy ranges 

of relevancy to spacecraft charging issues. 

 
Index Terms—spacecraft charging, irradiation, polymers, 

pulsed electroacoustic method, space charge 

I. INTRODUCTION 

o assure successful space missions, spacecraft charging 

must be understood and mitigated. The most important 

factor for dielectric spacecraft materials is arguably the 

internal electric field, which is determined by the 

internal charge distribution. There are many ways to attempt to 

determine what the electric field is inside a material. 

Measurements of material properties can help to inform through 

analytical formulas [1] or simulations such as AF-NUMIT3 [2], 

JPL NUMIT [3], and DICTAT [4]. Necessary parameters for 

these calculations can include material properties that can be 

experimentally determined [5] such as the bulk 

conductivity/resistivity [6], breakdown field strength [7], 

radiation induced conductivity [8, 9], delayed radiation induced 

conductivity [10], photoyield, electron yield, ion yield, and 
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permittivity [11]. However, these measurements are indirect 

and only help to provide inferred values of the internal field 

when materials are exposed to the space environment. The most 

direct way to measure the details of the internal electric field is 

to determine the distribution and magnitude of the embedded 

charge. This is precisely the information non-destructive, 

dynamic pulsed electroacoustic measurements can directly 

provide. Direct knowledge of the magnitude and spatial 

distribution of embedded charge from PEA allows direct 

calculation of the internal electric fields, which drive charge 

transport and electrostatic breakdown. Other measurement 

methods, such as surface potential or electrostatic discharge 

measurements, rather provide averaged or integrated 

information about charge distributions. This is particularly 

evident in samples having undergone electrostatic breakdown 

[12]. While measurements of conductivity and radiation 

induced conductivity can provide estimations of charge 

dynamics, direct measurement of embedded charge 

distributions over time allow observation of the actual charge 

dynamics as well as validation for simulations of deep dielectric 

charging and charge transport. [13]. 

The pulsed electroacoustic (PEA) method provides 

nondestructive measurements of charge distributions in 

dielectric materials [14-16]. Charge can be deposited into a 

material through high voltage DC bias or via irradiation with a 

beam of charged particles in the lab. Open PEA (or non-contact) 

systems can deposit charge via irradiation with no electrode on 

the front surface of the sample [17, 18] and short circuit or 

ambient PEA systems have electrodes on the front surface [14] 

(both have rear electrodes). There can be substantial differences 

in the results depending on the electrode configuration [19, 20]. 

Only 1D parallel plate capacitor and 1D radial cylindrical cable 

geometries [21-25] are typically measured using the PEA 

method [26, 27], though lateral charge distributions and even 

3D charge distributions can be measured with systems with 

multiple sensor arrays [28-30]. Given the micron scale 

penetration depths most applicable for spacecraft charging 

applications and typical micron thicknesses of thin thermal 

blankets, solar coverglasses, or thermal paints as compared to 

centimeter diameters of typical PEA electrodes, 1D 

measurements are reasonable approximations [15]. 
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The actual internal electric fields can then be calculated 

from the measured charge distributions. The PEA system 

appears to be an excellent tool for quantifying and 

understanding spacecraft charging. This study aims to test the 

relevancy of PEA measurements in the context of spacecraft 

charging. In particular, it addresses the question of what are the 

lowest incident energy electrons that can produce charge 

distribution peaks that are resolvable with a typical PEA system 

as a criterion for the utility of PEA measurements for the 

incident electron energies most commonly encountered in 

spacecraft charging events. This was done by irradiating a 

typical spacecraft material, polyether-etherketone (PEEK), 

with an electron beam with energies in the energy regime 

typical for spacecraft charging. PEEK was chosen as the test 

material since its very low conductivity meant that deposited 

charge can be considered stationary for the timescale of the 

PEA experiments [6]. The relatively low acoustic attenuation 

and dispersion of PEEK allows for more accurate PEA 

measurements of the internal charge distribution [13]. Though 

PEEK is an optimal material to measure with the PEA system, 

the proposed study is feasible with other common polymeric, 

glass, and ceramic spacecraft materials which have been studied 

with PEA methods. 

An overview of typical representative space environments 

and spacecraft charging conditions and incident electron 

energies, as well as the relevant length scales, are presented.  

The experimental details are then outlined and the PEA results 

presented. The paper ends with a discussion of the relevance of 

these results to spacecraft charging applications and 

conclusions from the study. 

II. SPACE ENVIRONMENT 

This section outlines representative electron space 

environments and typical spacecraft charging conditions. It 

concludes with identifying the relevant length scales in the 

regime of incident electron energies most relevant to spacecraft 

charging. The focus is on the electron environment, as electrons 

drive most of the charging in the space environment [31, 32]. 

A. Typical Near-Earth Orbit Electron Environments 

Fig. 1 presents typical differential electron fluxes in near-

Earth orbits, as well for lunar and interplanetary environments, 

as a function of electron energy [33]. Plotting differential fluxes 

as a function of electron energy are useful as the area under the 

curve corresponds to the total number of electrons in the energy 

range of interest. Space environments typically have higher flux 

at lower energies.  

 B. Typical Spacecraft Charging Conditions 

Reference [34] suggests there appears to be a threshold 

electron energy for charging of a spacecraft to occur. Data from 

ATS6 and SCATHA missions showing the spacecraft potential 

as a function of electron energy are plotted in Fig. 3 of Ref. [34]. 

There is an onset or cut-off energy around 10 keV where 

charging appears to begin. Reference [34] discusses a “critical 

charging regime” for spacecraft that can vary from 10 keV to 

80 keV: “...it appears that the spacecraft does not charge unless 

there are substantial (electron) fluxes between 10 and 20 keV.” 

Other literature offers similar conclusions [35-38]. This 

indicates that the electron energies of particular importance for 

spacecraft charging are in the region of 10 keV to 50 keV 

(highlighted in red in Fig. 1), and perhaps up to 80 keV or more. 

The magnitude of the discharge is also important for 

spacecraft charging anomalies, which understandably depends 

on the magnitude of the charge present. Reference [5] estimates 

the magnitude of electrostatic discharge severity for minor 

events is up to 500 nC, moderate events is up to 2 µC, and 

severe events is up to 10 µC. 

The incident electron energy range of 10 keV to 50 keV is 

identified as a critical energy range from these observations for 

spacecraft charging. This range of incident energies needs to be 

correlated to a length scale to be measured with PEA to address 

the relevance of PEA measurements to spacecraft charging 

studies. 

Fig. 1. Representative space electron environment fluxes 

versus electron energy. Modified from [33] and based on 

values from Minow. Red shaded region is the incident 

electron energy range identified as a critical to charging. 

Fig. 2. The electron range for several representative 

spacecraft materials as a function of energy, produced with 

MPG Electron Range Approximation Tool v1.1 [41-43]. 

Dashed lines indicate peak deposition depths as estimated 

by 2/3 of the range. The dashed black line is a distance of 

15 µm, indicating when the most accurate results are 

obtained with a 10 µm resolution PEA system. 
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 C. Length Scales for Spacecraft Charging 

It is helpful to consider two parameters to map the electron 

energy regime of interest into relevant length scales. These are 

the peak deposition depth and range of the incident electrons. 

The peak deposition depth is the depth at which the maximum 

amount of charge is deposited. This can be seen in PEA 

measurements as the peak of the measured charge distribution 

(blue dashed line in Fig. 4). The range is the maximum depth 

even a single electron reaches into the material at a given 

incident electron energy. The peak deposition depth has been 

estimated as 2/3 of the range [39]. The range for numerous 

materials at energies ≥10 keV have been modeled and 

tabulated; refer to ESTAR at NIST [40]. The Material Physics 

Group (MPG) Electron Range Approximation Tool used here 

is in excellent agreement for the materials tabulated in ESTAR 

[41]. The MPG tool provides the ability to predict the electron 

range for arbitrary materials down to lower energies ≲10 eV 

using only the stoichiometry, density, and bandgap [42, 43]. 

This capability was exploited to predict the range in PEEK. 

The range for four ubiquitous insulating spacecraft 

materials, low density polyethylene (LDPE), 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), silicon glass (SiO2) and 

polyether-etherketone (PEEK), are plotted over the relevant 

energy range for spacecraft charging in Fig. 2. Range depends 

on a number of factors, but largely on the mean atomic number, 

Z, of a material. LDPE and PTFE span the range from low Z to 

high Z, respectively (and hence low to high ranges at a given 

energy) for common spacecraft polymeric insulators. Silicon 

glass is a common spacecraft dielectric with higher Z and lower 

range. The focus of this study is PEEK with intermediate range 

values and advantageous acoustic properties for PEA 

measurements.   

III. EXPERIMENT 

Table I lists the details for electron beam irradiation of 

PEEK samples irradiated with nominal incident electron 

energies of 10 keV, 20 keV, and 30 keV presented in this study. 

It also includes representative measurements from a previous 

study for PEEK samples irradiated with 50 keV and 80 keV 

electrons. Sample and irradiation details for samples irradiated 

with 50 keV and 80 keV incident electron energies can be found 

in [13]. 

 A. Sample Details 

The samples of PEEK used in this experiment are from 

APTIV Victrex PEEK Film Technology and are nominally 125 

µm thick (PN 1000-125G) [44]. The thickness of the samples 

were measured with a micrometer (Mitutoyo IP65; ±0.5 μm 

resolution). These thicknesses were used in the calibration of 

the PEA depth measurements [45]. The samples were cut into 

discs of 3.4 cm diameter and baked out at 100°C for ≥72 hrs 

under <10-4 hPa vacuum to minimize water and other volatile 

compound content. As the optical bandgap of PEEK is ~3.1 eV 

[46], the samples were not exposed to ambient light (to only red 

light) to avoid any potential photo-charging/discharging at all 

times after bake out. A total of six samples were prepared and 

irradiated.  

B.  Irradiation Details 

  The samples were irradiated with ~65±20 pA/cm2 for a 

total of 4 minutes each. A pair of samples were irradiated at 

each incident electron gun energy of 10 keV, 20 keV, and 30 

keV, using an 80 keV electron gun (Staib EH-80) at a vacuum 

level of ≤10-6 hPa at room temperature.  

Fig. 4. Results for PEEK irradiated with electrons are 

plotted along with (a) representative images for the PEA 

sample stack. Note that the samples are irradiated without 

a front electrode present. The black arrows indicates the 

direction of the incident electron beam. Results are shown 

for (b) 50 keV and (c) 80 keV incident electrons. The 

green dashed lines indicate the interfacial charge 

distributions and the blue dashed lines indicate the peak 

of the deposited charge distributions. 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 3. Transmitted electron energies through C foil as 

simulated with CASINO v2.51 [47] for 20 keV and 30 

keV incident electrons. Inset depicts CASINO electron 

trajectory simulation of 10 keV incident electrons within 

the C foil. 

10 keV  
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A single layer of 595 µg/cm2 graphitic carbon scattering 

foil (ACF – Metals) was used to produce a broad uniform 

(approximately Gaussian) electron beam (~6.4 cm full width at 

half maximum [FWHM]) with an approximate beam intensity 

variation of ±25% over each 3.4 cm diameter sample area. The 

beam profile incident on the samples was measured with a 

Faraday cup. The scattering foil resulted in reduced and 

broadened energy distributions, particularly at the lower 

nominal incident energies. Table I lists both the nominal and 

reduced values for incident electron energy, range, and peak 

deposition depth. The reduced energy distribution was modeled 

with CASINO v2.51 [47] and the average transmitted energies 

are shown as the reduced energy of Table I. Note that the 50 

keV and 80 keV irradiations were done in a different facility 

with no C foil correction necessary [13]. The CASINO 

simulations indicated that the electrons should not have 

penetrated the C foil at 10 keV (refer to Fig. 3 inset), but charge 

was measured deposited in the sample (refer to Fig. 5). The 

resulting electron energy distributions are skewed to lower 

energies with a FWHM for 20 keV and 30 keV nominal incident 

energy of ~2.4 µm and ~0.6 µm, respectively (refer to Fig. 3). 

After irradiation, the samples were removed from vacuum, 

stored in an Ar purged container and transported to be measured 

with the PEA system elsewhere in the lab. Note that the PEA 

measurements were obtained in ambient conditions. 

C. Pulsed Electroacoustic Method 

The PEA method works in a parallel plate capacitor 
configuration [14, 15]. The sample is clamped between two 
electrodes and a voltage is pulsed across the sample. This 
applies a coulombic force to embedded charge in the sample, 
resulting in an acoustic pressure wave. This acoustic pressure 
wave propagates through the sample and to the back of the rear 
electrode where it is measured with a piezoelectric sensor. The 
signal from the piezoelectric sensor is measured by an 
oscilloscope.  Simple time of flight in conjunction with the 
material speed of sound allows for measurements in time to be 
converted to distance. The speed of sound is determined by 
dividing the measured sample thickness by the time difference 
between the two interfacial peaks [45]. The PEA system 
response function is then removed through deconvolution and 

the amplitude is then calibrated as a charge density with a 
reference measurement where a small DC bias is applied [13, 
48].  

In the Utah State University (USU) PEA system, and 

typical PEA systems, the spatial resolution is ~10 µm [13, 15]. 

The spatial resolution of PEA measurements are typically 

defined as the FWHM of the leading interfacial peak [49, 50]. 

The spatial resolution of the USU PEA system for 

measurements of PEEK have been determined to be 10.6±1.1 

μm [13]. Note that the spatial resolution is determined by 

several factors, including the speed of sound which is material 

dependent. The uncertainty in the peak deposition depth is ≤0.5 

μm [13, 45]. 

IV. RESULTS 

Measurements of the irradiated samples were obtained in 

two orientations relative to the embedding beam direction, by 

flipping the samples over, such that the apparent direction of 

incident electrons are from the left or from the right. Only the 

measurements with left incidence are presented as they are 

much easier to align and compare as opposed to the right 

incidence measurements, which is particularly important for the 

10 keV, 20 keV, and 30 keV incident energies. It should be 

noted that in this orientation there are also less attenuation and 

dispersion effects for the measured charge distribution, though 

this is not an issue for PEEK.  

Fig. 4 shows charge profiles for PEEK samples irradiated 

with 50 keV and 80 keV electrons. Fig. 4 indicates the location 

of the interfacial and deposited charge in the measurements, 

referenced to the sample and PEA system. Note that the 

electrode on the irradiated surface of the sample is not present 

during irradiation. In this case, the electrons are incident from 

the left, as indicated by the arrows. The embedded negative 

charge distribution produces a positive mirror charge on the 

surface of the front and rear electrodes, as seen at the interfaces 

and indicated with the green dashed lines. The width of the 

leading interfacial peak (the left peak) is a measure of the spatial 

resolution of the system [49, 50]. This feature should be the 

response of the PEA system to essentially a delta function of 

charge on the surface of that electrode.  

  TABLE I 

DETAILS OF ELECTRON IRRADIATION AND CHARGE 

DEPOSITION IN PEEK 

 

Nominal 

Energy 

(keV) 

Reduced 

Energy 

(keV) 

Nominal 

Range 

(µm) 

Reduced 

Range 

(µm) 

Nominal Estimated 

Peak Deposition 

Depth (µm) 

Reduced Estimated 

Peak Deposition 

Depth (µm) 

Measured Peak 

Deposition Depth (µm)** 

10  0* 2  0* 1 0* 12.5/12.5 

20 9 9  2 6  1 11.2/11.6 

30  24 20 13 13  9 10.1/10.6 

50 - 45 - 30 - 32.9 

80 - 100 - 67 - 74.4 

‘Nominal’ indicates the electron energy output by the electron gun and ‘reduced’ indicates the electron energy as reduced by passing through 
the C foil. 

*CASINO simulation [47] indicated electrons would not penetrate the C scattering foil so incident energy is unknown but ≲10keV (refer to 

Fig. 3 inset). 

**A pair of values is given for each pair of PEEK samples irradiated under the same conditions. 
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Referring to Fig. 4, the PEEK sample irradiated with 80 

keV electrons has a charge distribution with a peak deposition 

depth of 74.4±0.5 µm [13] and the sample irradiated with 50 

keV electrons has a peak deposition depth of 32.9±0.3 µm [13, 

45]. The peak deposition depth here is the peak-to-peak 

distance of the irradiated surface’s interfacial peak to the 

embedded charge peak, e.g. from the left green dashed line to 

the blue dashed line in Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 4(c). The results for 

the nominal incident electron energies of 10 keV, 20 keV, and 

30 keV can be seen in Fig. 5. The measured peak deposition 

depths are presented in Table I and the average values are 

plotted in Fig. 5(b). The pairs of measurements for each 

incident energy differ by ≤0.5 µm, which is on the order of the 

uncertainty and small compared to the apparent shifts of 

deposition depth between incident energies of ~1 µm for 10 

keV, 20 keV, and 30 keV incident energies. This suggests that 

these shifts are real and not just a result of the variations due to 

instrument or sample effects. 

There is a counterintuitive trend apparent in Fig. 5(b) for 

the measured peak deposition depth to decrease with increasing 

incident energy below ~25 keV. Possible causes for this 

phenomena include new physics (unlikely), effects of 

deconvolution, and mischaracterization of deposition depth due 

to superimposed charge distributions. To study the latter 

possible cause of this phenomena, a simple model was devised 

which can offer a qualitative explanation of this observation. 

This is a simple model of a negative embedded charge 

distribution near the surface in superposition with a positive 

interfacial charge distribution.  

V. A SIMPLE MODEL 

Consider two Gaussian peaks, one positive and one 

negative, which are added together with varying peak-to-peak 

separations. If the Gaussians are of equal magnitude then the 

intuitively expected trend is observed; that is, the larger the 

separation between the initial Gaussian peaks, the larger the 

modeled separation in the peak-to-peak distance of the 

superimposed distributions, depicted as ratio of 1 in Fig. 6(b). 

However, this does not agree with the observed PEA 

measurements. 

This model with equal magnitude peaks is not 

representative for the PEA measurements. There is a lower 

magnitude charge distribution at the incident interface, due to 

the exciting pulse of the PEA system and a small amount of 

mirror charge at the opposite electrode. The pulse has an effect 

on the measured interfacial charge distribution [48], 

particularly when there is only a small amount of charge being 

Fig. 5. (a) PEA measurements of PEEK irradiated with 10 

keV, 20 keV, and 30 keV electrons are plotted. Only the 

section of the data near the irradiated surface is shown as the 

charge is deposited at shallow depths. (b) The measured 

peak deposition depth versus incident electron energy is 

plotted with the range determined from the MPG Electron 

Range Approximation Tool v1.1 [41-43] and the deposition 

depth estimated as 2/3 of the range. 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6. (a) Superposition of two Gaussian distributions, one 

positive and one negative, with varying separations of the 

maxima. The positive distribution is scaled to 0.8 the 

amplitude of the negative distribution. The inset shows the 

resulting apparent deposition depth (peak-to-peak distance 

from positive to negative peak). (b) Plotted is a family of 

curves with various ratios of the amplitude of the positive 

distribution, including the plotted inset of (a). 
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measured in the bulk, as is the case for the PEA measurements 

in this study. 

   When the first positive Gaussian is reduced in magnitude 

as compared to the negative distribution, then a different trend 

emerges. As the separation between the initial Gaussians is 

increased, there is a trend in the resulting distribution of 

decreasing peak-to-peak distance with increasing initial 

separations (at small initial separations), followed by a return to 

the trend for increasing peak-to-peak distance with increasing 

peak separations modeled for equal peak amplitudes. This is 

illustrated in Fig. 6(a), which uses Gaussians of 10 µm FWHM 

with separations of 1 µm to 20 µm with the positive interfacial 

distribution having 0.8 times less magnitude than the negative 

distribution. At low initial separations, there is a small decrease 

in the resulting peak-to-peak distances before this then 

increases again; refer to inset of Fig. 6(a).  

Fig. 6(b) reproduces this inset, along with a family of such 

curves with ratios of interfacial positive peak magnitude to 

embedded charge negative peak amplitude at 1.0, 0.8, 0.6, 0.4, 

and 0.2. The results show that the apparent deposition depth 

increases with decreasing initial separation when the initial 

separation is low enough. This effect is enhanced with a larger 

difference in the initial magnitude of superimposed Gaussians 

(ratio further from 1). The dashed line indicates the actual 

deposition depth (which is the initial peak-to-peak distance 

between the two Gaussians). At approximately ~1.5x the spatial 

resolution (FWHM of the Gaussians), the difference between 

the apparent deposition depth and the actual deposition depth 

become essentially negligible. This suggests that the most 

accurate PEA results can be obtained for measurements where 

the charge distributions are separated by at least 1.5x the spatial 

resolution. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

  The PEEK samples irradiated with 80 keV and 50 keV 

electrons resulted in embedded charge distributions that are 

easily measured with the PEA system [13]. This clearly 

demonstrates the applicability of PEA measurements in the 

higher energy regime of energies of most interest for spacecraft 

charging. However, as the samples are irradiated with even 

lower energy electrons from 30 keV down to 10 keV, the limits 

of the PEA system become more apparent. 

The measurement of a peak deposition depth of 10.4±0.5 

µm for the 30 keV irradiated PEEK sample may well be an 

accurate depiction of the internal charge distribution in the 

sample. However, this is close to the spatial resolution of the 

system, which is 10.6±1.1 μm for PEEK [13] (FWHM of 

leading interfacial peak). The apparent peak deposition depths 

of 11 µm and 12 µm, for the nominal incident energies of 10 

keV and 20 keV respectively, are also comparable to the 

instrumental FWHM. As the incident electron energy is 

lowered to nominal energies of 20 keV and 10 keV, there is a 

very small (≲2 µm) apparent shift of the charge distribution 

deeper into the material evident in Fig. 5. This is non-physical, 

as charge is expected to be deposited less deep into the material 

with decreasing energy. This trend is likely due, at least in part, 

to the effects modeled in Fig. 6. That is, this is due to the 

superposition of the signal from the interfacial positive peak 

with the signal from the deposited negative peak in the PEA 

measurements.  

 This work indicates that the most accurate results can be 

obtained when charge distributions are separated by ~1.5x the 

spatial resolution, as determined by the FWHM of the leading 

interfacial peak. For the current USU system, and other similar 

PEA systems, this is on the order of ~15 um, which corresponds 

to the electron peak deposition depth estimated for a ~30 keV 

electron beam incident on PEEK and from approximately 20 

keV to 45 keV for low to high Z materials, respectively, shown 

in Fig. 2. A dashed line at 15 µm is plotted to indicate the region 

of materials and energies where a typical PEA system is likely 

to have accurate results. However, this is complicated due other 

factors. The spatial resolution can differ due to the speed of 

sound of the material measured. Materials with higher 

conductivity, such as LDPE, may not be easily measured in the 

same manner of this study as the charge may migrate or 

dissipate during transport of the sample out of the irradiation 

chamber to the ambient PEA system or during measurement in 

the PEA system.  

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

This study has shown the relevancy of PEA measurements 

for measuring deposited charge distributions in the range of 

incident electron energies of importance for spacecraft 

charging. Charge distributions are easily resolved in PEEK for 

incident energies ≳30 keV with the current USU PEA system. 

Materials with lower Z should be able to be measured in this 

method with a typical PEA system when irradiated with 

energies ≳20 keV, as long as the conductivity is sufficiently 

low enough to keep the charge stationary on the timescale of 

the measurement. 

The spatial resolution of the PEA method can be improved, 

through both experimental enhancements and data processing 

techniques, to push the resolution of the system to energies ≲20 

keV. It should be noted that at least one PEA system does have 

spatial resolution on the order of a few microns [51, 52]. PEA 

systems with this high spatial resolution should be capable of 

measuring deposited charge distributions from incident electron 

energies ≲10 keV, refer to Fig. 2.  

Further work is needed to investigate what useful 

information can be extracted about embedded charge 

distributions near the surface given that the distributions are on 

the order of or narrower than the spatial resolution of the 

measurement. There are also issues with only considering the 

peak of the charge distributions. Consideration of the rising 

edge may give a more accurate depiction of deposition depths, 

but this would not provide any information about the shape of 

the distribution. Further work should be done to study the other 

moments of the measured charge distributions to see what 

useful information can be extracted. 

Nominal incident electron energies should be investigated 

in the range of 15 keV to 50 keV at smaller energy increments 

to better delineate the range of energies the current PEA system 

can accurately investigate and to increase confidence in the 

PEA measurements in this energy range, looking for the charge 

to be deposited deeper into the sample with increasing energy. 

The simple model of superimposed Gaussians could be 

improved to provide quantitative insight and should be explored 
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further. The convolution of the PEA response function and an 

expected charge distribution as compared to a raw PEA signal 

could also provide further insight and intuition. 

It is also possible to measure embedded charge 

distributions near the surface in open electrode configuration 

PEA systems (often called “open PEA” or “non-contact”) as the 

excitation electrode is not in physical contact with the sample 

and therefore there is no measured mirror charge superimposed 

with the embedded charge signal [17, 18, 53, 54]. This would 

also allow for higher conductivity materials to be easily 

measured without worry of charge migration during sample 

transport as is needed with an ambient PEA system. However, 

the difficulty then becomes determining the position of the 

surface of the sample to obtain low absolute error in the distance 

calibration. This would also provide a poor measurement for 

materials such as PTFE with high dispersion and attenuation if 

the sample is too thick. Other methods should be explored such 

as signal processing to remove the effect of the interfacial 

charge in ambient PEA measurements. This work is currently 

in progress [55]. 

Studies to investigate signal processing and data analysis 

techniques to improve uncertainties in key parameters of the 

measured charge distributions, such as the peak of the charge 

distribution, are already underway [45]. The ability to resolve 

peak positions to ~1 µm (see Fig. 5 and Ref. [45]) already 

suggest that such alternative measures of instrumental 

resolution may extend the validity of PEA measurements to 

lower energies relevant to spacecraft charging applications. 

Overall, PEA measurements are a promising tool to aid in the 

understanding and mitigation of spacecraft charging.  
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